when trying to submit to the compile and test folder, I run into this error: "Dropboxes for /home/grader/cs201/lusth/compile/wjbasham@crimson.ua.edu.tgz does not exist." I am on a mac. I do not know if this matters, but when setting my email for the first time I got this message :"email already exists." does anyone know what this is about?

Always cut and paste the command and the response from the terminal.

Sorry. here is the command: "submit cs201 lusth compile"
The responses are "Submitting wjbasham@crimson.ua.edu's assignment compile for cs201. The following files and directories will be submitted:" Then it lists the files and asks for the password This is the error:
"!!!
!!! Dropboxes for /home/grader/cs201/lusth/compile/wjbasham@crimson.ua.edu.tgz does not exist.
!!!"

Looks OK to me. Come by my office on monday.

I fixed this error by reinstalling the submit program. Found on http://beastie.cs.ua.edu/cs201/mac.html While reinstalling, an error will result stating the email is already registered. Although this error
occurred, I continued through the instructions. Additionally, I noticed that I forgot to place my assign0 files in their own directory, therefore within my CS201 directory, I made one called assign0 and moved everything into this directory. Finally, I tried to resubmit to the compile folder and it was successful.